Abstract. The nonlinear filtering problem of diffusion processes embedded in additive white noise is considered. It is shown that the paths of all conditional moments of the measurement function can be causally calculated when the path of its first conditional moment is known. The formulas involved in this calculation are independent of the specific parameters of the information process.
1. Introduction. The optimal filtering problem of diffusion processes embedded in additive white noise is stated as follows. Let (1, r, p) be a probability space on the set 12, with complete or-field , and probability measure P. Further, let R denote the real numbers, and let [0, T] be the set of all points R satisfying 0 _<-t-< T. We assume that there exists a Brownian motion B :(, , m2(x, t)+ cr2(x, t) <_-K(1 +x 2) for a suitable constant K _-> 0. We also assume that the initial condition Xo is stochastically independent of Bt for every [0, T] and satisfies, for all integers k >-_ O, E{x2ok}
(where E{.} denotes the expectation). Under these conditions (see Gikhman and Skorokhod [1972] ), the solution xt of (1.1) is almost surely unique, almost surely continuous in t, and, for every integer k _>-0 and every [0, T] , we have that E{x 2k } < c. We shall refer to x as the information process.
Next, let W be a standard Brownian motion on (f, , P) [0, T], and assume that, for all [0, T] , { Wt} is stochastically independent of {Bt}. Also, let g :R R be a twice continuously differentiable function satisfying, for every [0, T] , the following conditions: (i) E{gEtC(xt)}< o for every integer k->0; (ii) E{[g'(xt)]2}< cx3, and (iii) E{[g"(xt) ]2}< o, where g' (resp. g") denotes the first (resp. second) derivative of g.
Finally, let h be a positive real number. Then, the measurement process y is defined as ( 
The solution to the nonlinear filtering problem is well known, and is given by the conditional expectation f(xt) E{f(xt) yto }, conditioned on the or-field generated by y. This solution can also be represented in the following form (see Fujisaki, Kallianpur and Kunita [1972] )"
where u is the innovation process and is given by dr, dyt A(xt) dt.
It is also known (see op. cit.) that the innovation process u is a standard Brownian motion.
Various aspects of the nonline,ar filtering problem are considered in Stratonovich [1960] , Kushner [1967] , Zakai [1969] and [1975] , Kailath [1969] , Jazwinski [1970] , Fujisaki, Kalliapur and Kunita [1972] and others. In the present paper we examine the nonlinear filtering problem using a linear derivative-type operator, which we call the martingale derivative. We summarize below the main results.
Ldt ":= E{gk(xt)[yto}, where k is a positive integer, be the kth conditional moment of the measurement function. Also, assume that the path of a specific sample of the first conditional moment is known. Then, we show that the paths of all "" other conditional moments (g)o, k 2, 3,. ., (related to the same sample y0) can be causally calculated using the path only. Moreover, the formulas relating (') and^t go are independent of the functions m (x, t) and or(x, t) determining the information process x in (1.1). Thus, this calculation can be performed even in cases where a detailed description of the information process is not available.
As an additional application of the martingale derivative, we consider the asymptotic behavior of the nonlinear filter as the constant h in (1.3) approaches infinity. Informally, this is equivalent to the consideration of filters under conditions of high signal to noise ratio. We show that, as h o, the conditional probability measure of g(xt), conditioned on the g-field generated by y o, approaches a Gaussian measure at the "rate" of 1/h at least. The paper is organized as follows. In 2 we define the martingale derivative, and in 3 we.apply it to obtain a representation of all conditional moments in terms of martingale derivatives of the first one. The paper is concluded in 4 with a Next, we list a series of simple properties of the martingale derivative, showing that it obeys the usual differentiation rules. To this end, we let f,,..., fn,, ht, It be a set of semimartingales of the form (2.1), and assume that both of the quadratic variations [h, hit and [l, l] are almost surely strictly increasing in t. Further, we let ct be a stochastic process adapted to {t} and almost surely differentiable with respect to t, for every tel0, T]. Finally, we let H'R" x[0, TIeR be a function twice continuously differentiable in its first n arguments, and differentiable in the last one.
Then, using the Ito differential formula (e.g., Gikhman and Skorokhod [1972] We examine first the relation between the conditional moments of g(xt) and the martin_gale derivatives, with respect to the innovation process u, of t. It turns out that g "" is a polynomial function of the martingale derivatives t, t,..., kMoreover, the kth martingale derivative k can also be expressed as a polynomial function of the conditional moments t, , Thus, we encounter the interesting situation where an infinite set of polynomial equations has a polynomial solution.
We next define two families of multivariable polynomials, Pk(Xl,''', Xk) and Gk(Xl,''', Xk/l), where k -0, 1,.. , by the following recursive formulas:
Now, we can state the following: THEOREM 3.3. Given a nonlinear filtering problem with information process (1.1) and measurement process (1.3) (where h 1), the following hold:
Proof. We remark that, since )t 1, it follows by (1.4) that the martingale derivative of the kth conditional moment is g, g -gtff, t. We use this formula in the proof of (i) and (ii).
(i) Evidently, gt P0 1, and we assume, by induction, that P, (fit,'", ffJ"-a}) for an integer n >= 0. Then using (2.8), we obtain that gtn+l gtgt + g""t tP.(t, n--1}u)... 2.
[ .]"
Hence, g'= P,+l(t,""', ff"), and (i) follows.
(ii) Again, identically, 0v t Go(t) and, by induction, we assume that (ii) holds for an integer n >= 0. Then, still using (2.8), we obtain Hence, (ii) holds for n + 1, and our proof is concluded.
Let ft be a semimartingale of the form (2.1). Conversely, if G,(L."',zn/a)=O for every n =2,3,... then, since G, is monic in zn/l, it follows that all moments z of z are determined by the first two moments and z-:. Moreover, by our previous discussion it is clear that the functions =z (z, 7.) thus obtained are identical to those for the Gaussian case. Hence, z has a Gaussian characteristic function, and our proof concludes.
Motivated by Lemma 4.1, we shall call the polynomials G of (3.2) the Gaussian polynomials.
Example. The first Gaussian polynomials are as follows:
Go 2, (71 (2' 2)2, G 2 (2' e)3, G3 (z e) 4-3E(z 2)2-12.
We return now to the nonlinear filtering problem of the information process (1.1) with the measurement process (1.3). Let Pt" R [0, 1 denote the conditional probability distribution of g.(x,), conditioned on the o--field generated by the measurement process y .T hen, we have t u dt(u). As usual, we shall say that/3t is symmetric if it satisfies .the following, For every function f'R R that satisfies f(x-t) -f(t-x) for all xR, one has that f(u)dt(u)=O. As a direct consequence of Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 4.1, we can now show. that if/3t is .symmetric, then it is necessarily Gaussian. This is proved in the following: Proof. Assume first that /3t is symmetric. Then, evidently, (g,_,)3= 0 almost surely, so. that G2(,t, gt, g,/)=.0 almost surely for all s [0, T] . But then, since by Theorem 3.3, 2}v 2(g,, g2), we have that g, 0 almost surely for all [0, T] .
Hence, also J"}v 0 almost surely for all integers n _-> 2 and all [0, T] . Again, by Theorem 3.3, this implies that U, (,,. ., gt ') 0 for all n _-> 2 and all to, T], so that, by Lemma 4.1, Pt is Gaussian. The converse direction is immediate.
We consider next the asymptotic behavior of the conditional probability measure /, as the constant a in (1.3) approaches in.finity. Explicitly, we shall show that, as a -+ oo, the probability law determined by P, approaches the Gaussian probability law at the rate of 1/a at least. To this end, we need the following notation. Let f:[0, T]-+ R be a function, which implicitly depends on a. We shall say that f---1 if, for almost every [0, T] , the following holds: For every a > 0, lima_,o h 1-f(t) O. As before, we let g(x) be the measurement function, and denote g't E{g (xt)] y }.
Also, Gn, n-0, 1, 2,..., are the Gaussian pol.ynomials defined in (3.2). Clearly, as h-+oo, the conditional probability measure P, degenerates into a deterministic measure. Thus, we expect by Lemma 4.1 that, for n_->l, one should have limx_,oo E[Gn (t,'", We conclude this section by showing that the conditional probability measure/3t can be replaced by a Gaussian measure, up to an error of the "order" of 1/A. To this end, we let Ht, for every [0, T] , be the Gaussian measure determined by its first two moments as follows: x dIIt(x)= t and X 2 dHt(x)= g't. Given a function f" R --> R, we shall denote byt:= f(x)dlIt(x) its expectation with respect to Hr. We now have the following: THEOREM 4.4. Given the nonlinear filtering problem of the information process (1.1) with measurement process (1.3), the following holds for every 0 <-t < 1" Proof. The cases 0, 1, and 2 are clearly implied by the construction of the probability measure IIt. The proof proceeds by induction. Assume that the theorem holds for all integers 1,..., n. Now by Lemma 4.1, Gn(gt,'", 0 for all integers n->2, so that, since Gn is monic in gt we have that gt -g--Gn(gt, g t,'", t, for all integers n -> 2. The 
